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ABSTRACT: A wide range of consumer reviews are available on different e-commerce websites for different 

products. Consumer reviews contain a rich set of knowledge which can be used for finding both product aspects or 

features as well as sentiment of consumer on different aspects of the product. The important features of any product can 

be extracted from the consumer review by finding the frequent noun terms in the reviews which are commented by 

large number of consumer, since the aspects are usually noun or noun phrases (Liu, 2009). Then we find the aspect-

level sentiment word from the consumer review by using sentiment lexicon which consist a list of sentiment words. 

Then we develop a review based product aspect ranking framework which will use aspect frequency and the influence 

of consumer openions given to each and every product aspect for giving ranking to the product. Since we are giving 

ranking to the product based on the consumer review so we provide a unique transaction-id to every consumer on their 

successful transaction, Then we use Transaction-Id verification system to verify the customer and to allow them to 

write review. 
 

KEYWORDS: Consumer review, Product aspects, Aspect identification, Sentiment extraction, Product ranking, 

Transaction-id verification. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Recent years have witnessed the rapidly expanding e-commerce. A recent study from ComScore reports that online 

retail spending reached $37.5 billion in Q2 2011 U.S.  Millions of products from various merchants have been offered 

online.  Most e-commerce  Websites encourage consumers to write reviews to express their opinions on the various 

products aspects.  Here, an aspect is also called feature, which refers an attribute of a certain product.  A sample review  

“The display quality of Nokia x2-01 is good." reveals positive opinion on the aspect “display quality" of product Nokia 

x2-01. Besides the retail Websites, many other Websites also provide a platform for consumers to post reviews on 

different products. For example, CNet.com contain several million product reviews. Such numerous consumer reviews 

contain rich and valuable knowledge and have become an important resource for both consumers and manufacturers. 

Consumers commonly go through the reviews for quality information from online reviews prior to purchasing a 

product.  Generally a product may have hundreds of aspects. For example, Nokia X2-01 has more than hundreds of  

aspects ,  We know that some aspects have more importance than the others.  Hence,  identifying  important aspects of 

different  product  will improve the usability of numerous reviews and is beneficial to both consumers and 

manufacturers. The important aspects of a product possess the following characteristics: (i) Consumer frequently 

comment on those product aspect ; and (ii) consumer’s opinions on these aspects greatly influence their overall 

opinions on the product.  Given the consumer reviews of a particular product, we first identify aspects in the reviews by 

a shallow dependency parser  and then analyze consumer opinions on these aspects via a sentiment classification. We 

then develop an aspect ranking algorithm, which effectively exploits the aspect frequency as well as the influence of 

consumer’s opinions given to each aspect over their overall opinions on the product. 
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Fig.1.Numerous aspects of the product.                 Fig.2.proposed product aspect ranking framework. 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

We start with the works on aspect identification. Existing techniques for aspect identification include supervised and 

unsupervised methods. Supervised method  works on extraction model from a collectionof  labeled reviews. The 

extractor or extraction model is used to identify aspects in product reviews. Most existing supervised methods are based 

on the sequential learning.On the other hand, unsupervised methods have emerged recently. The most notable  

 

unsupervised approach was proposed by Hu and Liu [1]. They found that product aspects are basically nouns and noun 

phrases. Their approach extracts nouns and noun phrases as candidate aspects. Two major approaches for aspect 

sentiment classification include lexicon-based and supervised learning approaches. The lexicon-based methods are 

typically unsupervised. They rely on a sentiment lexicon which contain a  list of  negative  and positive  sentiment 

words. For example, Hu and Liu [1] started with a set of adjective seed words for each opinion class (i.e., positive or 

negative). They utilized synonym/antonym relations defined in WordNet to bootstrap the seed word set, and finally 

obtained a sentiment lexicon. 

 

 Document-level sentiment classification aims to classify an opinion document as expressing a positive or negative 

opinion. Existing works use supervised, unsupervised or semi-supervised techniques to build document level sentiment 

classifiers. Unsupervised method totally relies on a sentiment lexicon containing a collection of positive and negative 

sentiment words. This system determines the overall opinion of a review document based on the number of positive 

and negative terms in the review. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

 

In the existing system the product ranking will be based only on the user perception because we don’t have any system 

for providing rank to the different products. Consumers commonly go through the reviews for quality information from 

online reviews prior to purchasing a product.  Any person can give their opinion about any product, this system dos not 

consider whether they purchased the product for which they are giving their opinion or not. 

  IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

In the proposed system the product ranking will be based on the frequently commented in consumer reviews and the 

consumer’s opinions on these aspects which greatly influence their overall opinions on the product. According to the 

product aspect identification and sentiment classification the product will be ranked. The modification of the project is 

will generate the Transaction ID for Every Product Purchase. User will be writing the review about the Product by 

Keying the Transaction ID. Once the Transaction ID is matched an OTP (one time password) is Generated to the User's 

e-mail id. Only after Authentication Feedback is Accepted and displayed on the Website. User is not allowed to give 

Feedback for Non Purchased Products & Area. 
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V.MODULE DESCRIPTION 

 

V.I User registration and authorization: 

 

User can register on the Purchase portal and admin will authorize them for their  future purchase. 

 

 
 

Fig.3.User registration. 

 

V.II OTP (One Time Password) generation and verification 

 

When user will purchase any product from the portal then one transaction id will be generated. When user want to give 

feedback  for any product then he will have to enter the transaction after that OTP will be generated. A one-time 

password (OTP) is a password that is valid for only one login session or transaction. System will verify the OTP and 

then will authorize the user for giving feedback for the product of their purchased area. 

 

 
 

Fig.4.Transaction id and purchase id generation. 

 

 
Fig.5.Otp validation and user review. 

 

V.IIIProduct Ranking 

The important features products can be extracted from the consumer review by finding the frequent noun terms in the 

reviews which are commented by large number of consumer, since the aspects are usually noun or noun phrases (Liu, 
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2009). Then we find the aspect-level sentiment word from the consumer review by using sentiment lexicon which 

consist a list of sentiment words. Then we develop a review based product aspect ranking framework which will use 

aspect frequency and the influence of consumer openions given to each and every product aspect for giving ranking to 

the product. 
 

 
 

Fig.6.Product aspect ranking. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, we have proposed a product aspect ranking framework to identify the important aspects of products from 

numerous consumer reviews. The framework contains three main components, i.e., product aspect identification, aspect 

level sentiment classification, and aspect ranking. First, we exploited the Pros and Cons reviews to improve aspect 

identification and sentiment classification on free-text reviews. We then developed a probabilistic aspect ranking 

algorithm to infer the importance of various aspects of a product from numerous reviews. The algorithm 

simultaneously explores aspect frequency and the influence of consumer opinions given to each aspect over the overall 

opinions. The product aspects are finally ranked according to their importance scores. We have conducted extensive 

experiments to systematically evaluate the proposed framework. 
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